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A patron came in and wanted to type on our public computers in Hebrew.  Previously we didn’t 

have that available but it is now on each public machine as a possible keyboard layout. We can 

add languages as we need them. This is just set up for typing in that language.  It will not change 

the system’s language, and any preferences a patron selects during their session is lost once the 

sessions ends, so every new session will default to an English keyboard layout.  

There was an issue where 3M (our security tag alert system) and mobile printing.  They were 

fighting for the same port on our server.  This was causing certain parts of 3M to not function 

correctly.  This has been resolved.  

Mobile printing delays should be minimized now.  Previously it was polling for printing requests 

every 3 minutes, it now polls every 1 minute (this is the minimum we can set it to).   Mobile 

prints should now take a minute to process, at most.  

We decided to send e-mail blasts weekly with all of each week’s events listed as an agenda.  This 

will replace e-blasts of individual event flyers but we can still do that for special programs we 

really want to promote.  

The PC Reservation service (how we reserve a space for people waiting to use one of our public 

computers) had a lot of older data clogging it up.  RCLS showed me how to clear it so it should 

run a lot more efficiently now.   

To track Sunday hours, we now have a set of reports of which users are using the PC’s on 

Sundays. These reports have to be generated day of; we have a system in place for this. Reports 

are saved on the server and printed out. 
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